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Vacated By Alexandra Gipson
Someone once lived here
Tell that to vines crawling up the rails of the staircase,
wrapping and twisting, intricate designs
of emerald tendrils against harsh metal;
to weeds that sprout through cracks in the floorboard
bloom in splotches of sunlight shining
through puncture wounds in the roof;
to holes in the floor leading to a dark abyss, swallow
light and sit with full, satisfied stomachs
Tell that to the scents of decaying animals
and rotting wood creeping up nostrils;
to creaking, groaning furniture giving way
to the weight of tree limbs
and as you wipe your hand
across a cracked table of frosted glass,
examine your dust-coated palm,
how time passes without intrusion

Alexandra Gipson is a bookworm, avid coffee drinker, and lover of the Oxford comma.
She is a junior at Seton Hill University in Greensburg, PA, where she studies English Creative Writing. Her poetry has been published in the two most recent issues, Spring
2017 and Fall 2017, of Eye Contact, the literary and art magazine of Seton Hill.

Steak Dinner By Lydia Renee Armstrong
A man I went out with a few times saw me

standing in a bar wearing a sequin dress and said
I would have known it was you even if you
weren’t in that dress
It’s just the way you stand
like you own the room.
He had a weight problem,
and erectile dysfunction
and a habit of standing me up.
He kept talking about this steak dinner
that never happened,
leering under that bulbous nose of his
like he wanted to carve up and eat
me.
Let me show you the man I really am,
he said after
and I wondered who he’d shown me beforenot a man at all but a ghost
dead bones hung with loose flesh
of leftover high school obesity,
an apparition who never showed
and just left me
waiting.

Lydia Renee Armstrong lives in Richmond, VA. Her work has appeared in The Axe
Factory, apt, Voicemail Poems, Crack the Spine, Neon, Arsenic Lobster, Blotterature, and
others. She was nominated for the Forward Prize for Best Single Poem in the United
Kingdom, and her poem “The November We Are Fifteen” was included in The Best
Small Fictions 2017 (Braddock Avenue Books). She is currently working on a novel.
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Normally we don’t drink like this, but Laura had a row with her husband—her words, not
mine—and she wanted an ear. We’ve known Laura and Ted for three years now and Ted’s the kind
of dude who can’t keep it zipped up. Even a month before they married, Laura caught him in the sack
with a coworker, some chick with straw-colored hair and pumpkin-tan skin. I wouldn’t say it’s a
mutual understanding between them, that she’s signed off on his infidelity or anything, but Laura
usually doesn’t say a word about it anymore and he just keeps sticking it in places it doesn’t belong.
This time is different.
“She’s seventeen,” she says. “She was born the same year he graduated high school. Can you
believe that? What am I supposed to do with that, huh? It can’t be legal.” A beat passes between us.
“Baby fucker. That’s what I called him. Baby fucker.”
There’s a wildness to her I haven’t seen before. Perhaps it’s her hair, a dishevelment of thick,
red-black curls which look like they could bite your hand off.
Though we started the evening with cheap Californian red, we’ve since moved on to glasses
of 7 and 7 and the sweetness of the cocktail coats my tongue, starting to feel cloying. It’s the whiskey
that’s gotten on top of Anne and made her the ghost in the room. She’s on the floor, Laura and me
side-by-side on the couch, and she’s leaning back on her elbows, face focused on Laura like she’s
listening though I’m not entirely convinced she is.
“He likes showing it off,” Laura says. “Always has. I don’t know why. It’s not normal
looking. It looks like one of those naked mole-rats. You ever seen one of those? Disgusting.”
I’m trying to picture what Ted’s dick looks like and all I can imagine is a pink, hairless ratthing with teeth jutting from the urethra.
For a moment, Anne enters the conversation, a laugh fluttering between us. “You’re one of
the lucky ones,” she says.
There is a way Anne sounds when she’s drunk, a laugh that is almost silent, non-present,
sneaking up on you. Her voice, too, becomes more of a woodwind; light and ephemeral, there in the
background, rarely becoming the star unless everyone else shuts the hell up. Most people are more
present when they’ve been drinking. Not her, though. She’s the opposite. She clenches like a corset.
“I’m as lucky as a racehorse with a broken leg,” Laura says, swirling the ice in her cup,
which is now mostly melted, before gulping it down. We’re out of 7-Up, but not Seagram’s, and she
fills her glass until the whiskey’s a good three fingers full.
“So what are you going to do?” I ask.
“You mean, am I gonna leave him?” she says, a distracted look of contemplation smeared
across her face. A pause before a giant gulp. “Have I left him yet?”
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By this point, Anne’s now sitting up, her body curled over her legs, hugging her knees. Her
right leg goes stiff with numbness from time to time and she can’t hold one position too long. I hate
seeing her stiffen like that, knowing she wouldn’t be this way if it weren’t for me. Accidents are
accidents, I guess, but I could’ve been a more careful driver. A chasm of life has spread between then
and now, between her and me, and I know she forgives me even though I don’t always allow the
same mercy.
We smile at each other. She looks stunning, really, always has. There’s this thing about her,
the way she moves or positions herself, almost alien-like, a body inhabited, not rightfully belonging
to her.
“You don’t love each other,” she whispers.
Laura shrugs. “I want kids someday. Ted’s my best shot.”
####
In the middle of the night, Laura’s milling around outside our bedroom door. Lifting myself
onto my elbow and peering over, I think I see her—or at least her outline—lingering at the threshold
of our room, but there’s nothing. Only darkness of the hallway peering back. I hear her, the heavy
shuffle of a body wandering without destination. I give Anne a little shake but she’s passed out
drunk, her chin already wet and sloppy with drool.
Earlier, I’d made a makeshift bed of blankets and spare pillows in the office. Well, the room
we call an office because it has bookshelves and a desk but neither Anne nor I ever do any work in
there. After we first moved in it was going to be a bedroom, a nursery really, but things didn’t pan out
that way, now did they.
The door is wide open and although it isn’t truly light out yet, there’s enough of a glow
through the blinds to show Laura isn’t there. I wander about the house, creeping, really, even though
it’s my own house and Anne’s so deeply asleep I’m not really worried about waking her. Still, I’m
cautious and quiet, wandering room to room, but Laura isn’t anywhere around.
The back door is unlocked and my first thought is that she’s left. Still dizzy and drunk, she’s
decided to go home to Ted, crawl back into the comfortable bed, worn from her body’s indentation,
even if the sheets might still hold the salty odor of some other woman’s sex. I try to imagine if the
tables were flipped and it was Anne who came home time and time again, her body deflated like a
sagging, used condom. I guess after a while you just get used to it, the surprise and sting of it all worn
bald.
Laura hasn’t left. She’s sitting on the back deck and despite not seeing her clearly, I can hear
her sobs, wet and fatty. I don’t know whether to say something, to approach, or to just retreat back to
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bed, allowing her this one private mercy. The choice is taken from me as she turns and sees me, her
face a void in the darkness, nothing but the gleam of her tears, streaking an otherwise blank face.
“I’m a fucking joke,” she says.
What choice do I have but to sit with her, tell her she’s full of shit and she shouldn’t take any
of this seriously because it’s not worth it. That’s what I want to believe, what I want her to believe
too.
“You know why he does it? Because my ass sags. That’s what he told me once, that I have a
saggy ass.”
Ted and I made a run for briquettes at Safeway during an impromptu barbecue once. The
checkout girl couldn’t have been older than sixteen, her skin still a minefield of oily red zits, body as
skinny and shapeless as a young boy’s. He paid cash—two fives and made some crack at her like, “I
always wonder how many of these have been stashed up some stripper’s G-string.” Then, looking at
the girl, he winked.
“You can’t go back there, you know,” I say.
“I’m not willing to start over,” she says, her voice wavering. “Ted’s the one I settled on.”
I finally realize Laura’s been rubbing something in her fist, a slow, rhythmic caress, the sort
of motion one gives a talisman for prayer. She sees I’ve taken notice and stops for a beat, then her
hand rises toward my face, revealing her fetishized object. As I struggle to see what it is it falls from
her palm. Pinched between forefinger and thumb is a six-inch braid of hair the color of beach sand.
Taking it in my own hand, it feels freshly cut with an oily slickness and I realize this must be
the girl’s hair. My palm instinctively tightens and so does my gut because it’s strange to hold what
had once been part of another person’s body. I close my eyes and try to imagine what the girl
looks like and I must be half-drunk-dizzy because my mind conjures an image as if some act of
divination.
What I see, or think I see, is this: Her cheeks full and round, orb-like and full of fat. Her eyes
are closed either rhapsodically, taking in the full mystery of the moment, or perhaps she’s imagining
someone else. Her fat, plum-colored lips pressed against a naked chest, a man’s chest, black and gray
hairs curling around the divot between his pectorals and surrounding his nipples. It’s just a flash, a
disruption in this moment, but it comes so lucidly, so forcefully, that I begin to taste a bitter, acidic
bile in my throat. I release my grip and the hair loosens in my palm.
“I know,” she says, taking the hair from my hand. “This looks bad. It is bad. Isn’t it? Yeah,
it’s bad.”
####
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I need to clear my head, I tell her. She agrees. The booze is making us unsteady and I don’t
know how the hell to process any of this. Before we leave, I’m in the bedroom scavenging in the dark
for a pair of socks and my shoes. I’m trying to be quiet, but I bump my knee against the dresser and
mutter shit a little louder than I should. Anne rolls over, says something half-asleep. I pull the blanket
over her shoulder and kiss her cheek. She’s more alert now, eyes still closed, and asks what I’m
doing. Says I should go back to sleep, grabs me, trying to pull me back to bed.
“I’m cold,” she murmurs. “Keep me warm.”
I pull my legs and feet to the bed, nestle up next to her, stroking the back of her head, weaving
her hair between my fingers. Of course I can’t help but think of the hair Laura’s got stashed in her
pocket, the way it has the same oily softness as Anne’s does now.
For a moment, I allow myself to rest, closing my eyes and letting a heaviness settle over my
body. I try to match my breathing to Anne’s, fall into that same syncopated lull, and for a moment I
contemplate staying, falling back to sleep with my wife. In a perfect world, the last thirty minutes
would’ve been a dream, and Laura would be in the office fast asleep.
When I think Anne’s asleep, the restlessness of her body finally settling, I pull myself away
and shamble back into the front room where Laura is waiting. She’s sitting on the couch and when I
enter the room she rises, gives a half-hearted smile that’s more an act of courtesy than anything else.
Once outside, Laura doesn’t tell me all the details, but I start to assemble a picture from the
fragments she scatters throughout our walk.
Ted told her about the affair with this girl—Hailey’s her name—a week ago, not skimming on
the details of the two-month fling. Hailey’s dad came home early on a Thursday around noontime to
find Ted in the shower with his daughter. Since Hailey is usually in class, he thought it must be his
wife, having also come home early. So, what he does is, he gets naked and pulls back the curtain to
surprise her. Afternoon delight, so the song goes. Only he doesn’t find her, does he? He has a surprise
for himself.
“It was in the master bedroom, her fucking parents’ bedroom,” Laura hisses. “Didn’t offer
him a towel or anything. Just watched his naked, skinny ass embarrassingly slip into clothes.”
We’re somewhere near the downtown district and in a town like this, there’s not much going
on at this hour. From the west, we can smell the sulfurous, egg-rot smell from the paper mill just
outside of city limits. Laura still hasn’t told me how she’s come to acquire the girl’s hair. All she says
is, “I’ve been going to Kohl’s a lot lately. I’ve spent nearly four-hundred dollars there. I keep buying
stuff, just so I can go through the girl’s line, have a few moments of small talk. She thinks my name’s
Vicky. That’s what I’ve told her.”
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“Really?” I reply, more curious than anything. “What was she like?”
She sighs. “I like her. I do. I like her.”
“Then why’d you attack her? Why the hair?”
She startles, stops, stares at me. “Oh, I didn’t attack her,” she laughs. “It’s not like that. She
gave it to me.”
“She gave you her hair?”
Laura shrugs, tells me she’d given the girl a ride home one evening after Hailey got off work.
“But I didn’t take her straight home,” she says. “I didn’t give her a choice, I pulled into the parking
lot of the Piggly Wiggly and took a pair of scissors out of my purse. God, she must’ve thought I was
going to cut her or stab her or something. ‘I just want your hair,’ I told her. ‘You owe me this.’”
We round a corner and start heading back. A distance ahead, something small scampers in
front of us, then stops and stares with eyes that glow the color of snot. Laura regards it but neither of
us say anything. It’s of a shape I don’t recognize and a primitive childhood fear arrests me, as if this
small animal is something torn from my imagination, from my nightmares. Laura presses on.
“I guess I wanted to know what she was like,” Laura says. “As far as I know, Ted has been
with eleven different women since we’ve married. There may be more. Who knows? Eleven women
he’s brought to bed with us. Sometimes when we fuck, I picture them lying next to us. I can smell
them, smell their sex. It hasn’t been just the two of us for a while, if it ever had been. It used to creep
me out and for a while I wouldn’t have sex with him at all. Now, though…” She sighs. “Now, I’m
just tired. Resigned. Eleven. At first, I kind of ignored it like it might go away or I might get used to
it. I never did. You know what I mean?”
I don’t, not really, but I don’t say that. Instead, nod my head and take her hand in mine, a
gesture that seems strange but appropriate and she squeezes, creating a spark of warmth between our
two palms.
####
A week goes by and Laura eventually goes home to Ted. The few days she’d been with us,
she was quiet. Kept to herself. A presence. A haunting. Before she left, she didn’t even pack her
clothes, toiletries, or anything she came with. It’s still here, strewn about the office. It’s as if she’s
straddling two worlds right now, two realities, not wholly committing to either.
Before leaving, Anne asks if she’s sure this is what she wants. Laura doesn’t hesitate. Just
nods.
“You know he’s going to keep doing this to you,” Anne says.
She nods again.
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“There’s no end to this.”
“I’ve known that for a long time.” She smiles.
It’s become a joke. A part of me angers at her nonchalance and I know Anne is angry, too,
though she doesn’t display it, staying cool. Always cool. We hug before Laura leaves and once she’s
gone Anne shakes her hands in the air as if she’s throttling an invisible woman.
That night, with the house finally ours again, Anne and I make love. In the office, Anne has
Laura’s things packed up and tucked against the wall. There’s now a clearing in the middle of the
room where Anne lays her body down and pulls me into her warm gravity. She pulls her pants off
and tosses them to the side, then removes my clothes. Her mouth is soft, gentler than usual. Soon I
feel Anne’s body stiffen. She asks me to stop for a moment, adjusts herself while remaining supine
below me, a submissive and open position, rather than trading places even though she prefers being
on top now.
Afterwards, we hold each other for a few moments, laugh about the strangeness of being
surrounded by Laura’s things. It’s almost as if she’s in the room with us, a non-presence I still feel, a
body not really there. I can’t help but think about what Laura told me the night we walked, how,
when she and Ted fuck, she pictures his lovers lying next to them.
Anne rises and goes to the bathroom to flush herself clean. She limps, just slightly, and I
know it’s because her leg is stiff as it sometimes does. When she comes back, she sits beside me on
the floor and I rub it to loosen the muscle.
“Feeling guilty?” she asks, teasingly.
“Did I hurt you?” I ask, but she doesn’t say anything.
Instead, she closes her eyes, relaxes into the massage. My palm warms against her skin, the
heat between us easing the muscle and as it does, I feel her whole body sigh. When I finish she stands
and dresses, pausing to survey the room. This office would’ve been a nursery had I not been so
careless. She never mentions the wreck, never blames me, but in a roundabout way she gets us both
thinking about it.
“You know, we could still try. We could try again,” she says but she doesn’t look at me,
doesn’t want to see what my face would tell her.
As she is about to leave, I say, “I do feel guilty. Still. I don’t know if I can stop feeling
guilty.”
“I know,” she responds and then I stand and dress and follow her out of the room.
In the living room, I put on an Otis Redding record and pack a little weed into a glass bowl
while Anne pours us each a glass of wine in the kitchen. She comes in, places the drinks on the coffee
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table and then sits on the floor rather than on the couch beside me. We pass the pipe back and forth.
This record, Dictionary of Soul, is Anne’s favorite and she closes her eyes, swaying gently.
Then, her eyes still closed, she says, “We’ll never be like Laura and Ted?” it comes out like a
question.
I’m not sure if she’s really looking for a response, but I say, “No. They’re a mess.”
“I mean,” she continues, “surely you’ve thought about it. Surely you’ve been tempted.
I answer, “Sounds like you’ve thought about this.”
There’s another beat and every break in our conversation creates more of an uncomfortable
chasm between us, the silence becoming thick in the air, palpable and yellow. Finally, she reclines,
back against the floor, eyes still closed, and replies, “There was a time before we were married. I
never cheated on you or anything, but I was hanging around a guy from work, Jay. You remember
Jay, right?” Another beat. “We used to meet up, get a drink after work sometimes.”
“Sure.”
“One afternoon we talked about it, what it would be like if he left his girlfriend and I left
you.” Another beat. “We were just talking and drinking and it seemed like a real possibility at the
time. I had just fallen in love with you, and I didn’t want to leave you, but there was a part of me that
wondered if that was even true at all. So, we’re talking and then his hand brushes against my leg and
it’s summer so I’m just wearing a skirt, but I pull his hand closer, let him rest it there. His skin
against my skin.
“That night, you were working late but when you came home you took a shower and I joined
you. You probably don’t remember.”
“I remember.”
“We made love that night. It might’ve even been the night I got pregnant. It was right around
that time, anyway.” She pauses. “Then, after I got pregnant we rushed into things, didn’t we. The
house. I mean, we bought this place because we thought...” Her voice trails off. There’s more she
wants to say, wants to tell me, but won’t. She still has her eyes closed and she’s lingering in the
memory like its a blanket.
At first, this confession, it feels like Anne has me suspended above a fire that’s licking at me
without quite torching the skin. It’s uncomfortable, but it’s never going to burn me. The fire will die
out before it has the chance to do permanent damage. It’s fine. It’s all fine. And why wouldn’t it be?
It can be tempting to throw everything away because the carnage can be just as beautiful as the thing
you’ve created. Destruction has its own gravity too. Perhaps this is why Laura keeps going back to
Ted.
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I take a drink and then lie down beside Anne and she puts her head against my chest, and for a
moment her breath matches my breath; a syncopated but perfect rhythm, and then I notice it also
matches the rhythm of the music and there’s something else it’s attuned to, something so deeply
folded into the air around us, as if everything outside of our bodies is also pulsating to the same
gentle thrum. Her breath and mine acting as one, it rises and falls, rises and falls, and just as much, I
suppose, it rises and falls with yours as well.

Bruce Shields writes and lives along the Colorado Front Range where he received his
MFA from Colorado State University. His work has appeared in Occulum, Coffin Bell,
Eunoia Review, and Jersey Devil Press, among other publications. You can find him on
Twitter @321ReadySetGo.

Making Loaf By Barbara Alsop
Wet and dry ingredients
combine and reluctantly merge
under hands strong and kneading
as dough is pressed, pulled
apart, folded over again, pushed
into a mound, and kneaded
once again.
The dough warms under caresses
and swells with heat caused by
friction and pressure. The ball of dough
succumbs to ministrations as
it is kneaded and pulled together again
and again.
And then it rests, and rises, only to
be pressed down and shaped, slapped,
spanked into form to rise a final
time before it reaches the oven.

A 66-year-old retired lawyer, Barbara Alsop has turned her wordsmithing to other
usages, predominately poetry. She is an active member of the Burlington Writers
Workshop, and her poems have appeared in The Best of the Burlington Writers Workshop
2015, Chantwood Magazine, and The River, the online sister to The Sandy River Review.

The Green Room / Joel Carron

We didn’t know much about Bea. She was old and didn’t socialize, and if there was a family
at home they never came around. She was a big woman so no one noticed. Then one night she’s lying
on the green room couch and I’m kneeling down saying, “Push, push. Breathe. Push,” all the while
thinking, Christ that’s a lot of blood!
When I was expecting, I learned about everything that can go wrong: the complications, the
diseases, the deformities. I thought knowing the risks would keep me safe. But as the stream of Bea’s
blood stained the oak floor a mahogany hue, I realized, There is no out-planning misfortune.
It was just the two of us there until the third soul arrived, as bright and boundless as my
reveries of Emma. One more breath and Bea died. Gone with a hush, a cottony seed whispered across
a meadow.
Tasha’s vocal arpeggio grew louder as she approached. The key raised only to fall as the scale
repeated. The doorknob twisted. A vase shattered. My sight was locked onto the new life before me
but I heard it all. “The shears,” I demanded.
The mess was too big to clean up with a cocktail napkin, but Tasha handed me one anyway
along with her scarf and the shears. The baritone came in next and cursed something in Italian,
drawing attention from both dressing rooms, and soon an audience in various stages of wardrobe and
makeup crowded the doorway.
In my arms a familiar ecstasy, so often rehearsed in dreams and prayer, was staring up at me.
Is it you, my dear Emma? Have you finally come? I felt myself engulfed in a warm cloud, rising
weightlessly above the bitter past. Oh, it must be you! My sweet Emma, here at last.
People continued rushing in, two and three at a time. Several slipped on water from the fallen
vase. “See if there’s a doctor in the house tonight. Hurry, it’s nearly curtain!” cried one of the
sopranos, her voice breaking.
Parents are always amazed how fast children grow. “Enjoy them now,” they say, “because
before you know it, they’re off forming their own family.” I could feel it. I could feel Emma growing
in my arms. I wasn’t ready to lose her. Not again.
Not too fast, love. There’s still so much yet to come—ballet, violin, Saturday morning pastry
shop outings for almond tart and chocolate croissants. You’ll wear the powder blue dress I sewed.
Don’t grow up too fast, dearest Emma, I’ve been waiting for you a long time.
On the other side of the curtain, there was a shuffling of chairs and discordant notes in the
ritual cacophony as the orchestra tuned. “We found a doctor,” said one of the cast members dressed
as a sailor, escorting a lady in evening dress. Two fingers on Bea’s fat neck, the doctor shook her
head.
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“We need to call the police,” she said. Then pointing those same fingers to the scarf at my
chest she added, “That baby needs a hospital.”
The curtain raised to the swell of horns and throb of the sopranos’ vibrato. Listen Emma, a
song just for you. If only your father could be here. Oh, how he loved to sing for you, your father.
Your father. The thought was a harpoon to the gut, reeling me back to the day I could never evade.
The passing umbrellas, the shop awnings, the bickering over directions, whether it was Olive Avenue
or Franklin Street — a sudden flash of metal. Then, waking up alone in the very hospital where
Emma would have been born.
“A bleeder,” deduced the policeman, pulling me from my continuous nightmare. “Check for a
pulse?” I didn’t see the doctor around anywhere, so I just nodded. “Bring the bag,” he said to his
young partner. “Was she married?”
“I don’t know,” I replied. “She mostly kept to herself.”
“She have a name?” He licked his finger to peel back the pages of his notebook.
“Bea. Beatrice.”
“Last name?”
“Here, it’ll be in the playbill.”
“Need some water? You look pale.” I shook my head. “Alright, just a few more questions
then. I understand you were alone when it happened?”
“Chuck, ambulance is here. They can take the baby now,” said his partner.
The strings erupted, staccato.
“Good,” said the policeman. “Why don’t you hand it over to Ken here while we finish up.”
Frenzied violins, swarming clarinets, Ken’s outstretched arms reaching, clutching,
yanking. Another harpoon, spearing me into the void. I looked at Ken but saw instead the nurse
who’d shaken his head when I asked where my husband was. The one who grabbed my wrist a tick
later when I groped, frantically, for my belly, like a tourist patting his pockets for a snatched wallet.
He’d tried to stop my screaming — “It’s going to be alright. Shhh, shhhhhh. Listen, you’re going to
be alright.”
My arms were empty now, but the emptiness was heavy. Little eyes opened as they were
being carried away. Goodbye Emma, my love. I will see you again. Maybe even very soon.

Joel Carron is a writer currently living in San Francisco. His previous work has appeared on stage
in The University of Iowa's Ten Minute Play Festival. Joel enjoys data visualization, hiking, and
chess.

John Rawson is a Digital Artist
and Graphic Designer from
Alameda, California, located in
the San Francisco Bay Area. He
has worked in a wide range of
projects, from comic books to
advertising illustration. Previous
publications include
"Pusherman" with Tabulit Comics
and "Anthologies of Horror"
with Silent Scream Studios.

Dom Fonce is a 23-year-old
undergrad English major at
Youngstown State University. He's
published poetry, comics, and
photography in Ohio's Best Emerging
Poets: An Anthology, 3Elements
Literary Review, The Tishman Review,
Obra/Artifact, Great Lakes Review, The
Magnolia Review, Fourth & Sycamore,
West Texas Literary Review, and
elsewhere. He can be reached at
domfonce@gmail.com.

Girl In Heat By Tequila Hightower
I make a
point of being free.
Slip out late at
night to
pursue
broken dreams and
traipse back in like the tomcat.
I meet freely with the wee hours of the night
and the evils unnamed by tale-weavers,
and suck them all dry.
And I gallivant.
I’m no prude,
yet my conscience
is clean. The last evil bellowed.
“Go fuck yourself, bitch,” he said.
“I will,” was my reply.
“Until my damned
fingers prune.”

Tequila Hightower is a lively college senior from South Carolina. She is aspiring to go
where the wind takes her. Her favorite hobby is sporadically conducting her Snapchat
cooking show called “Tequila's Cooking Show” which nobody watches.

Walking with Ghosts / Michael Piel

Most visitors found the building’s appearance disturbing, its blank, postmodern walls casting
a wintry shadow over half the block, but Margaret Welsh barely noticed. What she noticed were the
protesters dirtying the steps, the sidewalk, and the sidewalk across the street. It had become an
impromptu tent city, even in January with the temperature near freezing, and why the city wouldn’t
just lock them up for loitering or their own well-being she couldn’t understand.
“Do you attend each?” one reporter asked, pulling her attention back to the press conference.
“I try,” she said. “And if I can’t, my assistant does. It is hugely important for both me and the
Board that we hear each comment or criticism from the public.”
“And what do they all want? For the museum to shut down?”
Margaret laughed, a chiming kind of thing, and the reporter laughed, too. She had that effect
on people. “No. Nobody wants the museum to shut down,” she said. “Not even the street cleaners
who sweep up after the protests. They all want the same thing: front row seats. They want the
opportunity to use Dr. Johann Naidoo’s new technology, be it in Fredericksburg, Virginia, as a group
requested earlier this morning, or in the Dakotas, as the Mandan Indians currently staging a sit-in on
the front steps are requesting now.”
“What’s Dr. Naidoo like?” another reporter asked. “Professionally, I mean.” A quiet chuckle
rippled through the small crowd.
“He’s a genius,” Walsh said. “And as far as the schoolyard rumors go, Johann and I are just
good friends. Like brother and sister, you could say.”
A young man pushed his way forward, face shining in spite of the atrium’s mild 66 degrees.
“And what of the device’s use at the African Burial Ground National Monument at 290 Broadway,
not five miles from here? To finally honor the thousands of imprisoned and murdered Africans buried
beneath Wall Street’s breakfast carts and taxi stands who have gone so long without the recognition
they deserve?”
Margaret nodded, even allowed the boy to get halfway through his rant before signaling to
museum security. She wasn’t lying when she said she understood the protestors’ positions. But she
had a business to run, and as two large men escorted the boy to the front door, he yelled. “Why do
you get to decide where it goes?” The bronze doors opened and shut, and briefly the noise of the
street filled the front hall.
“Let’s get away from the cold, shall we? One more question, then I really must run.”
They exited the atrium, passed the ticket kiosks that in 15 minutes would be flooded with
tourists, and entered the main chamber of the Metropolitan Museum of Spirits. The reporters quieted.
The room was enormous and, roped off in the center, stood what seemed a small glass rectangle,
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though in truth it was about the size of two shipping containers placed side-by-side.
Margaret’s phone buzzed.
“Ms. Welsh.” A woman raised her hand. “My question has less to do with technology or with
the semantics surrounding what you call these… things, but more to do with, you could say, an HR
issue. Now, in a statement put out by the museum early last week, you wrote, ‘As of yet, the research
team at the Metropolitan Museum of Spirits has identified 103 of the deceased since the museum’s
founding, though thousands of specters pass through the Hyperrectangle every day.’” She motioned
toward the glass walls. “‘Working at full capacity, each of the 20 technicians can scarcely scan 20
faces from open to close, or approximately one hundred spirits per week.’ So, my question Ms.
Welsh is this. Why not hire more technicians?”
Another burst of laughter rippled through the group. Margaret smiled.
“The problem,” she said, “is you can’t always get a clear shot of the deceased. It seems
they’re a bit camera-shy.” The woman grinned, writing that down. Margaret’s phone buzzed again.
“You see, there are some bugs we’re still working out. The power surges, for example, or what we
like to call ghosts in the machine. There are times the Hyperrectangle will turn on or off inexplicably,
and neither the city nor our technicians can figure out why. But it’s all part of what makes this work
so exciting. I’d like to thank you all so much for coming by--”
The reporters clapped, and Margaret smiled once more before exiting the chamber feeling
refreshed.
But it was true, and more frustrating than she let on. For whatever reason, the photon
technology used to illuminate the spirits within the Hyperrectangle interrupted the technology
necessary to take a photograph of them. Thus, very few clear shots. The photography problem joined
ranks with both lack of photographic evidence prior to the 19th century, and the brevity in which the
deceased passed through the space. Margaret didn’t say all that, of course. The PR department had
discovered that techno-jargon fell flat on most of the public and only seemed to agitate them. What
they preferred were terms like spirits, technicians, and, at the absolute most, ghosts.
Margaret’s phone buzzed. Four texts and one voicemail from Dr. Johann Naidoo. He was the
only person she knew who still left voicemails. She read the texts on the elevator to the top floor.
I can’t make them larger.
Margaret, seriously, I need you to tell the Board. They won’t listen to me!
The current 20’ x 16’ x 8’ is the biggest they’ll get, alright?
For God’s sake Margaret! Answer your phone!
“And no way,” ended the voicemail, “will they be ready for the summer season.” But when
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the elevator doors opened, and Margaret was greeted by three of the eight board members, along with
several of the museum’s most prominent share-holders, she assured them that not only were larger
screens on development fast-track, but they looked very, very promising.
What else could she say?
People were enthralled.
Just then, the power went out. She opened the shades and explained that there were still some
bugs, but that’s what made the work exciting.
#
Of the 103 identified deceased in the past six months, the relatives of six had been located and
contacted. Of those six, five families made the trip to the museum, though none arrived in time to lay
eyes on their kin. “Like Marley’s ghost.” Johann had said in an early interview. “The dead only ever
seemed to be passing through. A rare few ever linger for longer than an hour, let alone a day or a
week.” Still, the members of the Board prayed for the day a museum-goer would see a dead father,
sister, or lover in real-time, and already had the ads prepared for when such a sighting occurred. They
just needed the names to fill them.
Which was why it was so essential that Johann develop the larger Hyperrectangle by June,
July by the latest.
“I can’t,” he said at lunch. He pushed salad with his fork.
“You want a drink?” said Margaret. “Waiter!”
“I don’t want a drink. Margaret, listen to me, will you?”
The two sat in Millhauser’s, a dimly lit steak house two-blocks away from the museum. They
were in the same booth where they’d first met at a party for the museum’s opening. The hostess,
having seated them there many times in the past six months, did so now without asking. She could
not see the bags under Johann’s eyes in the dim light, only the face she’d seen on the cover of TIME
two months before.
His voice dropped to a whisper. “You want to know the truth?”
Margaret nodded, finishing a text beneath the table.
“I don’t know how to maintain the photon field larger than 20’ x 16’. And the prototypes for
the 20’ x 19’, 25’ x 25’, and the 40’ x 16’? They don’t work. They don’t show anything at all.”
“What about all that time you’ve been spending in your workshop?” asked Margaret.
“Staring at the wall. Working on my speech.” He leaned back. “I’m going to propose to the
Board that they abandon the newer models and instead develop more of the current size.”
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“No, Johann, uh-uh.” He had her full attention now. “You said you could do this.”
The waiter arrived. “Drinks?”
“A gin and tonic. No, just gin. Neat.”
“And for you, sir?”
“Nothing. Jesus, Margaret, listen to me. Are you listening?”
She nodded.
“I’ve had these dreams lately, Margaret, these horrible dreams. In them I’m in my bed, just as
it is in my apartment, you know, and I think I’ve just woken up and have to pee or get a drink or
something. And then I see them. They’re all around the bed, Margaret, not saying a word. And there,
standing right by the door, I see her. I see my mother, and she’s staring at me with that same cold,
contemptuous gaze she used when I’d let her down or done something she thought was stupid. And
suddenly I realize that none of them have eyes, Margaret, only my mother. They’ve got these dark
empty holes where their eyes should be.” He leaned closer, and it took Margaret’s full strength not to
recoil. Naidoo stank, and she realized he was wearing the same clothes he’d worn the last time she’d
seen him.
The waiter brought the drink, and Margaret slugged it back. “You know what? We actually
have to go. Just the check please. And you.” She turned to Johann. “You need to take a goddamned
shower before tomorrow.”
Because the larger problem, as far as Margaret was concerned, was that the construction of a
north, east, and south wing was already under way, along with mock-up postcards of the newer,
larger Hyperrectangles. And Naidoo had said he could do it.
Margaret called an Uber. Johann mumbled something about walking.
The next morning, slightly more put together but still unshaven, Johann assured the Board
contacting the dead was even more impossible than making larger devices.
“If my mother cannot speak,” he said, right hand trembling, “none of them can.”
The Board disregarded this point entirely. Instead, they took special note of Naidoo’s
appearance. “Is he alright?” one whispered.
“I’ll talk to him,” said Margaret, then stood for her own presentation. She proposed the
museum invest half its funds into the possibility of communication. “Imagine if Mahatma Gandhi
were to walk through the rectangle’s glass, or Martin Luther King, Jr., or Lee Harvey Oswald?” The
Board agreed unanimously. A substantial amount would also go into identifying materials
that the deceased wouldn’t be able to pass through, such as cupronickel, ferronickel, and German
silver. Next to contacting the dead, permanent exhibits of noteworthy spirits should be high on the
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Board’s priority list.
After the meeting, Margaret couldn’t find Naidoo anywhere.
#
It was chance that the day of the meeting, January 28th, 30 degrees Fahrenheit and with a
light snow falling, was the day everything changed for the Metropolitan Museum of Spirits. For it
was on that day that Sara Xu, a recent transplant from Toronto and at the museum to appease a
quickly tanking Tinder date, recognized her great-grandmother. Xu cried out, collapsing onto the
floor.
Her great-grandmother, killed in a hit-and-run in Jersey, had just entered the Hyperrectangle,
and--scientific or superstitious--occurrences such as these happen in threes. The relocation of all
efforts was directed to verify said great-grandmother. Seconds before her scream, facial recognition
signaled a code blue because the spirit of Mobutu Sese Seko, long-time dictator of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, had stepped into the Hyperrectangle, too.
Although no phones were allowed in the main chamber, videos of Sara instantly went viral.
Zoomed shots show her dropping to the ground, the crowd stepping back, and the great-grandmother
pausing mid-stride, her appearance shimmering blue in the rectangle’s phosphorescent glow. In a
video posted by @chad_moore, you can almost see the old woman turn her head. For one second, it’s
as if she observes the crumpled form of her great-granddaughter on the ground, the most devastating
moment being when Sara seems to realize it, too. But the moment passes, and the great-grandmother
steps through the glass.
Marketing exploded. Stock interests broke record highs. Members of the Board flew from
Moscow, Sydney, Johannesburg, back to New York. Margaret phoned Johann two times before
finally leaving, of all things, a voicemail. There is no way, she decided, he doesn’t already know.
“Look, I know the past few weeks have been hard,” she said. “But now’s not the time to catch
up on sleep.” She paused. “Everything’s about to change for us, Johann. You’ll see. Come to the
meeting, and afterwards I’ll get you that drink. You deserve it.”
For the next hour, both Naidoo and Mobutu Sese Seko were forgotten.
#
By the time Johann Naidoo, no longer with bags under his eyes but haloed in shimmering blue
light, steps into the Hyperrectangle, the museum-goers were furious. They had been forced out of the
main chambers, promised vouchers for a return trip, and rewarded keychains and lanyards. Riots
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broke out in front, and the Mandans entered a vicious brawl with a right-wing historical group called
The Daughters of Liberty. In the ensuing chaos, the technicians didn’t think to check the museum’s
video feed until the following morning.
It was 6a.m. when a janitor knocked on Johann’s office door.
“Mr. Naidoo?” he called out. He knocked again, and the frosted glass door, slightly ajar,
swung open. Inside, Johann sat in his office chair, bent slightly forward, empty bottles of painkillers
and sleep aids beside him.
There was no good time to tell Margaret, so her assistant watched the video feed from the
main chamber. In it, Naidoo stepped into the Hyperrectangle around 3:03p.m. Due to the
photographic interference, it’s difficult for the technicians to be 100% sure of his identity, but the
spirit’s build and gait were the same, and as he was about to exit the space, he seemed to observe the
glass walls, searching for imperfections one last time.
When Margaret was told, she deleted the video and made no official statement. The new
rectangles were completed under Rachel Clauson, a doctoral student from Columbia. The south wing
was posthumously named after Johann, and the east included a small exhibit on Sara Xu’s greatgrandmother, complete with photos from her life and walk through the museum.
When Margaret Welsh unveiled the Museum’s proposed site in Washington, D.C., a party
was thrown in New York.
Employees took pictures of themselves with actors dressed as the dead.
Walking with Ghosts! they exclaimed, pointing to the new signs.
And around 6a.m., long after guests have climbed into their Lyft or Uber Pools and the
Metropolitan Museum of Spirits was dark, a single figure stumbled into the main chamber. Margaret,
drunk and certain she was alone, unfolded a game board onto the floor, eyes swiping past the skull,
sun, letters of the alphabet, and the numbers 0-9. It wasn’t easy to find an open toy store, but she
finally found one around midtown. She sat before the Ouija board and positioned her fingers upon the
plastic planchette. Beside her was a gin and tonic.
“Johann?” she called. “Are you there?”
She glanced at the board.
“Here’s that drink I owe you,” she murmured as she slid the clear liquid forward. “I can’t
remember what you like, but… I figure everyone likes G and T’s.” She took a sip. “It was a joke, you
know. The voicemail. You shouldn’t take everything so seriously.”
Quieter, she said, “I’m sorry, alright? If you’re there, just say something. Anything. Call me a
bitch or tell me to fuck off.” She paused. “Have you found your mother, Johann? Have you spoken
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with her? Have you found mine? Is she alright? Please,” she begged. “Because whatever you had, I
think I’ve got it, too. I can’t sleep. I just see them, Johann, starring with those blind eyes. Say
something. Anything. If I have to listen to this silence any longer I’m going to die.”
At that moment the overhead lights flickered, brightened and went out. Pitch blackness
surrounded Margaret before a soft “pop,” followed by a sound much like moths being electrified as
the Hyperrectangle hummed to life. The ethereal blue colored everything in the room and Margaret
rose to her feet. She couldn’t believe it.
Because there, in the middle of the rectangle, surrounded by the ambling dead, stood Dr.
Johann Naidoo, as casually as if he were waiting for the subway. It had been a week since his death,
and somehow, somehow, he was still there.
Margaret approached the glass cautiously. Johann was wearing, of all things, a leather aviator
jacket - the one from his second shoot with TIME the first day they met. His hands were in his
pockets, and his eyes roamed some distant skyline. She felt an overwhelming love for him then,
unlike anything she’d ever experienced. It wasn’t romantic or brotherly, something more than either
emotion, and she knew that if she called out, he would hear her.
She stepped over the velvet ropes, placing her hand on the glass. “Johann? I’m sorry. I’m so,
so sorry. Please, talk to me. Just talk to me, like you used to.” He was so close. Margaret had sobered
just enough to rest her head on the cool glass. “Talk to me.”
Ten minutes passed. Countless spirits entered and exited, but Johann remained. After 40
minutes Margaret accessed the museum’s video feed through her phone, searching for any sign of
Johann in the past week. A similar figure stood in the Hyperrectangle on Thursday for 2 mins and 37
seconds, and on the Monday before for almost six minutes. How had nobody noticed? She was about
to make the call when Johann turned back towards her. For the rest of her life, Margaret would be
unable to explain this one moment. She knew Johann’s spirit was watching her, the full weight of his
ghostly eyes upon her but, somehow, looking past her, too.
Instead of making the call to her assistant, Margaret opened her voicemails, not surprised to
see 86 in total. When one finished, she played the next, Johann’s voice echoing out into the space,
and as she went back in time, she could hear the strength return to his voice. She listened to Johann
speak as she watched him shimmering blue in the rectangle:
“Ugh, if I have to sit on this plane one more minute I’m going to blow my head off. Though
you were right, the Bloody Mary mix was nice. That was a good recommendation.”
“Call when you get a chance.”
“Jesus Margaret, do you ever answer your phone?”
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“I like the chair. I like the way it feels, but it doesn’t match the rest of the space, you know?
So be prepared to give it your best critical eye when you get here. Alright, see you in five.”
“Bahn-mi. I’m texting it to you, too, but bahn-mi please.”
“I know you’re asleep, because it’s late and even when you drink you’re in bed by 2, and that
you never listen to these anyway, but… I can’t help but think we’re doing something really,
really great here, you know? And you don’t just make the posters. You don’t. We couldn’t
have done any of this without you. You’re a part of connecting people with something that, 12
months ago, we didn’t even know existed! Not scientifically, anyway. And if they’re in some
weird purgatory, or if they have absolutely no consciousness at all, you know… This is proof
that there’s something more. I mean, they’re everywhere! Not just in the rectangle but literally
everywhere. And I couldn’t have done it without you, Margaret. You’re never going listen to
this, I know that, you’re just going to delete it, but. Thank you for being a good friend, and…
let’s go to Millhauser’s tomorrow. Okay, sleep now. Bye bye. Go back to sleep.”
And she did. When the Sunday cleaning crew found her the next morning, Margaret was on
the floor of the museum, head on her arms, asleep in the empty room.
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The Day You Left By Kate Wright
I touched everything
you had touched
systematically ran my hands
along door knobs and countertops
pressed palms to couch arms
and the gentle indentation
of your body in my bed
I gulped water from the glass
you left out on the counter
slid bare feet on the cold tile
put glass to table
didn’t flinch when it broke
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currently an MFA student in Creative Writing and Environment at Iowa State
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Literary Review, Cold Creek Review, Sheepshead Review, and Rust + Moth. You can
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Clouds By Mark Belair
Drifting with adagio drama,
the light, lofty clouds
sketch the sky with wishes:
with cloud
bison, horses, faces
of gods.
*
This low pewter sky
returns the soft days
when I’d see in
such a cover
a reflection
of mysteries
that clouded
my wondering childhood;
clouds that seemed,
back then,
certain to clear;
then, come midlife, seemed
certain to lower;
then finally
came simply
to reflect
my found
reverence
for the
certain light
pewter skies
throw.

Mark Belair’s poems have appeared in numerous journals, including Harvard Review,
Michigan Quarterly Review, and Poetry East. His latest collection is Watching Ourselves
(Unsolicited Press, 2017). Previous collections include Breathing Room, Night Watch,
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Off Magazine. Please visit www.markbelair.com.

HOW TO CHOOSE THE
PERFECT GOD
By Gene Twaronite
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It’s not like going into a store and selecting a new sofa or mattress - though come to think of it
you should look for something comfortable and durable. Most of us never get a chance to choose a
god we can live with. We grow up with the religion assigned at childhood, and by the time we reach
adulthood it’s usually too late. Some of us ignore or eventually grow out of it. Others suffer a
wrenching existential crisis when they discover that the religion that once sustained them no longer
provides answers. And some decide to just go with the flow and settle into a comforting complacency
of lukewarm faith.
Too bad we’re not provided with intensive training at childhood on all the many options in
choosing a religion or god. Instead of being brainwashed in the religion of their parents, kids would
take comprehensive comparative religion courses, beginning with basic pre-school stuff about the
actual meaning of the word “god” and exactly what that entails. As they advance, they would learn
what to look for in a god, and how to recognize a good deal when they see it.
To start with, just what is a god supposed to be? An all-powerful being, some would say. But
that’s hardly a sufficient answer, not even for a three-year-old. How powerful? Can it do tricks? Can
it make things, like the earth and stars and planets? At the very least, you want a god that can create
everything. You don’t want some lesser god like a nymph, gentle Greek deities in charge of
protecting springs, forests, meadows, trees and other local features. I doubt they could create a
mouse, much less a dinosaur.
Durability is important. You want a god that goes the distance, won’t crap out on you after
five years or 100,000 miles, whichever comes first. Some gods do offer a lifetime warranty, though
the price can be steep.
A factor not often discussed: portability. Say you decide to change your religion. Can you
take your chosen god with you to your new religion? There’s talk now of making insurance policies
portable from job to job. You would think there would be portable gods as well. Sad to say, this is not
the case. You’re pretty much stuck with the religion’s own brand of god. Suppose you really dig the
Egyptian god Hathor, otherwise known as the Cow Goddess, who is sometimes depicted as having a
woman’s body and a cow’s head. You can’t just take her with you if you suddenly convert to Islam or
Christianity. Each of these religions demand you immediately drop Hathor and worship their god. It’s
a pity, since allowing followers to bring along as many gods as they please would certainly help to
liven up religions and make worship more fun.
How tough is this god, anyway? Can it beat the crap out of other gods in a fight? You don’t
want a wimpy god.
Take the Hebrew god Yahweh of the Old Testament. He doesn’t like what people are doing,
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so he makes a big flood, wiping out every creature on earth except for those onboard an ark. Now
there’s a tough god!
But I wonder just how tough Yahweh would be if he had to go a round or two with the Hindu
god Shiva the Destroyer. Supposedly, Shiva goes around destroying not only all life but the whole
universe just so it can be re-created. He is said to have a third eye, the source of all his wild energy,
wears a cobra necklace and animal skins, and wields a mean-looking trident. Yahweh, on the other
hand, is content to appear simply as a burning bush.
This brings up another problem. Once you have chosen and accepted a god, you can’t help
trying to visualize this god. That might work for Greek gods, who are viewed as merely glorified
versions of humans. But if yours is a Christian god, it is generally believed to be transcendent
(outside space and time), totally incomprehensible, and incorporeal (all spirit with no body). So just
how the hell are you supposed to visualize it?
Raised as a Catholic, I had to take the one true god I was given. I was told that god (in
fairness to other gods, I am not using capitals) was infinite, mysterious, and beyond anything I could
possibly imagine. That didn’t stop me from trying. During prayer, I stared at the altar in church, and
imagined this powerful, pure, milky-white, all-encompassing emptiness at the center of all being. In
other words, a big fat nothing. I needed more.
Fortunately, there were plenty of visual aids. Catholics are big on icons, including crosses,
statues, carvings, pictures, and even little plastic figurines you mount on the dashboard to keep you
safe. Some Muslims don’t like this, claiming that crucifixes or statues of saints constitute idolatry, the
worship of these items as if they were the real thing. But just as in Buddhism, Hinduism, and Jainism,
Catholics use these objects merely to better focus the mind on what they’re supposed to be
worshipping, sort of a Heaven’s Little Helper. The problem is, you end up limited by this all-tooimperfect depiction of the divine.
As a kid, I would look at a statue or picture of Jesus and imagine that he was actually a longhaired, bearded Caucasian hippie in sandals, like some cool guy at Woodstock. But he always seemed
kind of wimpy to me. I couldn’t imagine him chasing the money changers out of the temple. And he
had always had a sorrowful face. Didn’t he ever laugh? Paintings of God the Father showed an old,
gray-haired and fleshier version of a white guy, as if Jesus had just grown up. Who decided that god
was Caucasian? And always a man, never a woman. As for the Holy Ghost, what’s with that? Sounds
like Halloween. At least put a sheet on him and show him as a ghost, not some silly white dove.
And while I was stuck with these limited male images of god, other religions had all kinds of
cool deities. I especially loved Hinduism, where you have Ganesha, with an elephant’s head and
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round human body. And they have female gods, too! There’s that divine female Devi, and fairskinned Sarasvati, all dressed in white. Better yet, full-bosomed Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, with
her broad hips and warm smile. I can just hear her saying, “Why don’t you come up and see me
sometime?” Gods don’t have to be limited in their attributes.
You also want a god who doesn’t require too much of you. It’s all right for a god to expect a
little acknowledgement, and maybe an occasional thanks now and again. But I would definitely draw
the line at those Mayan gods who require regular human sacrifice. Now some people might find this
has a certain cache. Not me. If I have to kill someone to worship you, well, that’s unacceptable, not to
mention gross. Even a god who says such a thing, but doesn’t really mean it, is not to be trusted.
Whenever I heard that story in the Old Testament about god telling Abraham to kill his only son, I
wanted to say, “What kind of god would even suggest such a thing?” It totally creeped me out.
Supposedly this was merely symbolic foreshadowing of the promised son of god to come,
who would be sacrificed for the good of humanity, but for me the damage was done. Then god tells
Abraham to just go kill a poor ram instead, and everything’s fine. Well, it ain’t. Killing animals
shouldn’t be a requisite, either. As for the son-of-god metaphor, you’d think an infinitely powerful
god would find a better way to communicate with his subjects than staging such a sophomoric act.
Downright sloppy.
So what kind of requirements should you look for? At one end of the spectrum, you have gods
who are content with a little chanting and dancing, general detachment, and just going with the flow,
with maybe a little meditation thrown in. You can easily fit that in after work and still have the whole
weekend free for less divine pursuits.
Watch out, though, for the Mormon god who demands that you abstain from alcohol, tobacco,
coffee, and tea, and must marry for eternity (marrying for life is hard enough). The Rastafarian god
may insist you wear dreadlocks. The Nation of Islam god requires you to pray five times a day. He
also requires that you respect all laws, don’t make war, and not bear arms, the last which some
Second Amendment folks might find hard to obey. The Gnostic god requires strict celibacy and
asceticism, since all matter is considered evil. This might explain why this religion is pretty much
extinct.
For minimal obligation, nothing beats the Deist god who, being totally uninterested in the
world, doesn’t require you to do a goddamn thing. He doesn’t want to hear about your whiny needs,
either, so don’t bother praying to him.
One final thing to consider: you definitely want a god who is cool. Now I’m going to say
something here which could get me stoned or shot, so you’d better step back. I always had trouble
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thinking of Jesus as cool. Yeah, he was supposed to have performed all those miracles, like turning
water into wine — a neat trick, I must admit — but his mother had to beg him to do it, to which he
replied, “Woman, what does this have to do with me? My hour has not yet come.”
Jesus Christ! You’re talking to your mother, dude. He was a real boor at parties, always
telling people how they’re going to hell for this or that, never a nice thing to say about anyone. He
did save that woman condemned of adultery who was about to be stoned. Having broken up the mob,
he told her that he won’t condemn her, either. Then he ruined it by telling her to sin no more. So
judgmental. OK, so he had a lot on his plate. But I think he could have found time occasionally to
joke around, maybe go out drinking with his disciples, show some cool dance moves at a wedding.
Simply be human. I just couldn’t relate to him.
So here are a couple of suggestions for a cool god. Imagine her as Lady God, in the form of
Billie Holiday, at the top of her fame, singing her divine, jazzy songs God Bless the Child and
Strange Fruit. All she would require of us is that we sing to one another. A case could also be made
for Frank Sinatra or Queen frontman Freddie Mercury, either of whom would be a lot more fun and
inspirational than some wimpy, goody-goody hippie in robe and sandals or that fat old guy on the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
Personally, I can’t think of a better image than that of Louis Armstrong, or Lord Satchmo as
his followers call him. Just imagine him creating the world with a blow of his sweet trumpet, then
singing softly to himself, What a Wonderful World.

Gene Twaronite is the author of seven books, including two juvenile fantasy novels and
two short story collections. His first poetry book, Trash Picker on Mars, was published by
Kelsay Books in 2016; his second collection of poems, The Museum of Unwearable Shoes, is
scheduled to be released in September 2018. Follow more of Gene’s writing at his
website: www.thetwaronitezone.com

the present By Mark Belair
my mother / ever sentimental / prized christmas above all holidays / the giving of gifts
her favorite part
so my dream of her return to us / two years into her death / was set on christmas day
she simply appeared in her chair / beautifully dressed in red / happy to preside over her own
traditions again
a heavy woman in life / in my dream she was just as large / but when i picked her up / light as a
newborn / and i carried her around / so all could marvel at her miraculous gift to us this year / her
body / i realized as i held her / even
lighter than a newborn’s / a body / in fact / without substance / a perfect hologram projected by
my memory / her return to us an event i knew / even in the dream / was only a wish
though / with a sentimentality i perhaps thought she would appreciate / i kept parading her
around / holding her higher and higher / weeping with joy / my miraculous gift to her / joining
her / for as long as i could dream it / in never waking up

Mark Belair’s poems have appeared in numerous journals, including Harvard Review,
Michigan Quarterly Review, and Poetry East. His latest collection is Watching Ourselves
(Unsolicited Press, 2017). Previous collections include Breathing Room, Night Watch,
While We’re Waiting, and Walk With Me. This is the second time he published with Buck
Off Magazine. Please visit www.markbelair.com.

By Tyler Dempsey

How to Successfully Eat Your First Seagull Egg / Tyler Dempsey

There are few dishes in the chef’s cannon that will impress dinner guests more than a scratch-made
batch of seagull eggs. Sporting the “holy trinity” of neo-cuisine—rarity, faux pas, and social
mediability—even vegans will be caught lining their pockets. For too many weekend-cooks,
anticipating failure makes seagull eggs a risky enterprise. This list suggests you risk it all, get
outside, and have your influence (and eggs!) passing between the neighbors’ lips:
1. Build a fire. Raw seagull eggs aren’t recommended. Shelf-life is, at best, uncertain. A
fire close to where you find the eggs.
a. Laying eggs in open ocean is a piss-poor idea. Incubation is difficult. The premier
spot: near, but not in, the water: a freshwater pond, bordering a bay or inlet.
i. Better on a stump, rotten with a century of deterioration by coastal
elements shaping a nest-like appearance in its top.
1.

Seagulls love this.

2. Collect wood, particleboard, and things flammable. Tie them to the top of the car,
running rope through open, adjacent windows.
3. Bring friends. (One owns a .45 magnum.)
a. Have moderate/advanced measures of daring.
4. Make glances and nodding motions, appreciating the ocean.
a. It is beautiful. Shores careening into foam.
5. Tend the fire.
a. Position cars, obscuring the view of all passersby—seagull-egg legality is up-in-theair.
6. Fire blazing, spot parent-seagulls sticking to the stump like glue; probably, there are
eggs there.
7. Gun owner begins egg-retrieval.

How to Successfully Eat Your First Seagull Egg / Tyler Dempsey

Frigid waters lap genitals, filling him/her with glee, sobering enough to allow wild shooting at divebombing seagulls, while distracting so he/she doesn’t hit anything (hopefully). The smell of
gunpowder and sound of avian squawks will have you hunting for ways to artfully manage your
saliva. Consider moving your masticular-drippings away from the fire. Now is not the time for speed,
slow down, take in the out-of-doors, appreciate the Zen of Retrieval.

8.

Begin transport of fresh eggs to fire.
a. Use t-shirt like “egg-hammock”—cracking kept at minimum.
i. Gun-hand remains free.
1. Parent—seagulls ramping up counter-assault.

9.

Administer mothering to gun owner; her/his psyche now compromised.
a. Poker-faced assurances, elaborate stories of incubation/chick-rearing,
i. Should back them off the edge.

10.

Cooking.

Spices and methods fanciful are high-caliber. (If spice rack is absent, spice-less and atop the fire in
the bottom half of a Pabst Blue Ribbon can is adequate. (If PBR is not the preferred beverage, flip to
the page on ingenuity.))
11. A verbal contract is made, ensuring all members partake of the bon vivant.
a. Not following through once eggs are popping and steaming crosses the minds
of even these friends.
Prepare for a life-altering meal. (The authors won’t spoil the enterprise—(what does it taste like?)—
but will give piqued readers a hint:
Salty.)

Tyler Dempsey’s work has appeared in Wilderness House Literary Review, Gone Lawn,
Five:2:One Magazine, The 3288 Review, Badlands Literary Journal, and The Bacon Review.
He was finalist in New Millennium Writings and Glimmer Train competitions. He is
also a National Park Service Ranger.

Living Room Clash By Stephanie Scott
Brother and sister,
drawn from the same blood
until a summer afternoon
overbearing with heat
we stepped in the living room
given no warning
a storm rolled in right under our noses
between us.
A funny look from you,
comment uttered under your breath.
A familiar insult repeated about my hair, my looks,
anger boiled deep in my stomach
and flowed out of my mouth.
I could never imagine the fuse I’d just lit
your anger easily matched mine, a perfect destructive force
our violent voices rose, a tidal wave
destroying this fragile, invisible tie
between you and me.
We clashed, two fighters in the ring
hands grasping for anything fistful of hair, front of a shirt pulling us closer
to land punches, each heavier than the last
bruises and defeat
accompanying every stinging swing.
Finally we broke apart
and in that moment I could feel the rift
between you
and me.

Stephanie Scott is from Rockland, MA and has been writing since she was six. She likes
to write in her free time and has just started writing poetry. Since a child, she dreamed
of being a writer but went into marketing instead.
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S. McClory is a North
Shore born writer and
believes she is right
about everything. And I
mean everything. While
not working in nonprofit, Ms. McClory
spends her time in
nature whenever
possible. Her dream for
Buck Off is to create an
online environment of
the strange creative
creatures that stray
away from the
traditional forms of art
and open up to all
submissions possible.

Joseph Benavidez co-founded
Buck Off Magazine to help
writers with unique voices
and ideas find publication.
After five years, he couldn't
be more proud of the
contributors the magazine has
featured. Joe has had artistic
work published in magazines,
newspapers, museum
exhibits, and in various online
spaces. This past spring, he
published his first book of
poetry, Case W-467, which
can be found at
www.benavidezbooks.com.
He still wants to meet Chris
Evans.

Sandy Sprague works at
the Abbot Public Library
in Marblehead, MA,
where she finds many
good books to take home
but not enough time to
read them. Each spring
she volunteers at the Mass
Poetry Festival in Salem.
Currently she is working
on her debut novel (and
now that she has
announced it, she can’t
back out of it). She enjoys
writing poems, drawing
inspiration from books
and nature, and finding
new places to write.

